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Abstract—Nowadays the trends of web is to become a 

collection of services that interoperate through the 

Internet. The first step towards this inter-operation is 

finding services that meet requester requirements; which 

is called a service discovery. Service discovery matches 

functional and non-functional properties of the requester 

with the p rovider. In th is paper, an enhanced matching 

algorithm of Web Service Security Po licy (WS-SP) is 

proposed to perform requirement-capability matchmaking 

of a consumer and a provider. Web service security 

policy specifies the security requirements or capabilities 

of a web service participant (a provider or a consumer). 

Security requirement or a capability of a part icipant is 

one of the non-functional properties of a web service. The 

security addressed through this paper is the integrity and 

the confidentiality of web service SOA message 

transmitted between participants. The enhanced matching 

algorithm states simple policy and complex policy cases 

of the web  service security as a non-functional attribute. 

A generalization matching algorithm is introduced to get 

the best-matched web service provider from a list of 

available providers for serving the consumer.  

 

Index Terms—Ontology matching, web service, SOA 

message security, Web service non-functional properties, 

web service security policy.  

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, web services become a modern standard in 

information technology industry. A service represents a 

self-contained platform-independent computational 

element that can be accessible by other applications across 

organizational boundaries [1]. In the service-oriented 

model, a service offered by a service provider and invoked 

by a service requester. 

A  d iscovery  mechanis m us ed  by  the p rov ider to 

advert ise its serv ices and  by the requester to find the 

suitab le  serv ice that  fu lfills its  requ irements [2]. So, 

matchmaking  and  locat ing  serv ices is  an  important 

problem [3].Selecting web service must address not only 

the functional aspects  but also non-functional properties of 

the serv ice  [4]. Web Serv ice Descript ion  Language 

(WSDL) was inspired to represent the functional aspects 

of a Web Service. Web Service Policy (WS-Policy) used 

to represent the non-functional attributes of a web  service. 

 

 

Both the functional and the non-functional capabilities and 

requirements of a Web Service is initial step during 

service discovery stage [5]. The discovery of web services 

is conducted by WSDL processing system [6]. That is 

besides the processing of WS-Policy. 

This paper focuses on message security that is one of 

the non-functional properties of a web service [7]. 

Message security becomes a primary concern when using 

Web services. Message security mainly means the 

confidentiality and the integrity of data transmitted 

through the message [8]. Confidentiality and integrity are 

assured by applying security mechanisms such as 

encryption and digital signature. Framework implemented 

to perform automatic semantic matching between service 

requester’s requirements and service provider’s security 

capabilities. Different security classes are associated with 

web services like message encryption, digital signature, 

authentication, etc. [8]. Web Service Security Policy (WS-

SP) specification used as a standard for representing 

security requirements for web service entities.  

WS-Policy [9] is capable of representing the syntactic 

aspects of the non-functional properties but lacks 

semantics. It allows only syntactic matching of policies. It 

depends on intersection policy mechanism [10]. Syntactic 

matching of security policy restricts the effectiveness of 

checking the compatibility between requester and provider 

policies. As it has a strict yes-no matching result. 

Semantic matching leads to more flexible and correct 

result of matching policies. WS-SP transformed into The 

web Ontology Language Description Language (OW L-

DL) [11]. Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) used for 

extending OW L-DL with semantic relations to get the best 

matching level between requester and provider policies. 

These relationships lead to more correct and more flexible 

matching of security policies. In this paper, an improved 

matching algorithm for WS-SP is introduced. It considers 

different cases of WS-SP types either simple or complex 

policy. A generalized matching algorithm is introduced 

for getting the best-matched provider from N number of 

providers.  

In this paper, we will introduce an improved semantic 

matching algorithm  of WS-SP. WS-SP is described in 

section II. Related work is discussed in Section III. In 

section IV, An improved WS-SP matching algorithm is 

presented. In addition, a generalization of the improved 

matching of WS-SP algorithm is provided in section V. 

The work concludes in Section VI. 
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II.  WEB SERVICE SECURITY POLICY 

Web service architecture as a type of SOA involves 

three entities: service provider, service registry and service 

consumer that integrate together to perform specific task 

[9]. In addition to WS-Policy, WS-SP (Web Service 

Security Policy) represents the syntactic aspects of 

security as a non-functional property. Because of the 

loosely coupled connections of SOA and HTTP as an 

open access, SOA must web services with a set of security 

requirements or capabilities.  

Security is an important parameter of web service. 

Security refers the secure of SOAP message exchanged 

between provider and consumer.  Message security assures 

SOAP message integrity and confidentiality, and identity. 

Each entity of a web service architecture has a 

requirement or a capability constraints. Matching these 

requirements or capabilities constraints is not an easy task.   

WS-Policy a llows Web services to define policy 

requirements for endpoints. These requirements include 

privacy rules, encryption rules, and security tokens. WS-

SP allows Web services to apply security to Simple Object 

Access Protocol (SOAP) messages through encryption 

and integrity checks on all or part of the message. 

WS-SP is an expressive language aggregated into the 

Web service architecture. Then matching WS-SP problem 

becomes more and more important while integrating Web 

services. However, WS-SP has a big weakness as it only 

allows syntactic matching of security policies. Security 

policy matching depends on the policy intersection 

mechanism provided by WS-Policy 

A.  Security policy 

Security Policy is a widely spread in the industry, and it 

is currently a popular standard to be combined into the 

Web service architecture [12].Web Services Po licy  (WS-

Policy) Framework is a framework for describing 

capabilities and requirements of web service provider and 

requester [10]. WS-Policy used to represent the non-

functional properties of a web service. In the matching 

algorithm, the non-functional properties of a web service 

represent the policy requirements of the requester must be 

compatible with the capability policies of the provider. 

WS-SP used to specify the web service security 

specification for Web services.  

In WS-Security, a security policy defines a set of 

security policy assertions that used in determining 

individual security requirements or capability [13]. Policy 

operators used to combine security policy assertions. 

Policy operators have two elements: “Exactly  One” and 

“Exact ly All”.  “Exactly  one” used to express the 

assertions that have alternatives; it means only one of its 

children elements must hold. On the other hand, “Exactly 

All” means that all its children elements must hold. 

Alternatives used to describe requirement options of a 

requester or a provider.  

Fig.1 shows security policy requirements are expressed 

using WS-SP. It represents security policy signature and 

encryption of a web service entity [14]. The example  has 

one security alternative; this alternative have two 

assertions. This security policy supports the signature of 

the message body with a symmetric key securely 

transported using an X.509 token [15]. Besides, the 

necessary cryptographic operations must perform using 

Basic256 algorithm suite [16].  

 
<wsp : Ploicy> 
<wsp : ExactlyOne> 

<wsp : All> 
<sp : SymmetricBinding> 
<wsp : Ploicy> 
<sp : ProtectionToken> 

<wsp : Ploicy> 
<sp : X509Token> 
</wsp : Ploicy> 
</sp : ProtectionToken> 

<sp: AlgorithmSuite> 
<wsp : Ploicy> 
<sp : Basic256> 

</wsp : Ploicy> 
</sp: AlgorithmSuite> 
</wsp : policy> 
</sp : SymmetricBinding> 

< sp : SignedParts> 
< sp : Body/> 
</sp : SignedParts> 
</wsp : All> 

</wsp : ExactlyOne> 
</wsp : Policy> 

Fig.1. Representation Example of WS-SP 

B.  Web service security policy matching problem 

WS-SP (A) WS-SP (B) 

<wsp : Ploicy> 

<wsp : ExactlyOne> 

<wsp : All> 

<sp : SymmetricBinding> 

<wsp : Ploicy> 

<sp : ProtectionToken> 

<wsp : Ploicy> 

<sp : X509Token> 

</wsp : Ploicy> 

</sp : ProtectionToken> 

<sp: AlgorithmSuite> 

<wsp : Ploicy> 

<sp : Basic256> 

</wsp : Ploicy> 

</sp: AlgorithmSuite> 

 

</wsp : policy> 

</sp : SymmetricBinding> 

< sp : SignedParts> 

< sp : Body/> 

</sp : SignedParts> 

 

 

</wsp : All> 

</wsp : ExactlyOne> 

</wsp : Policy> 

<wsp : Ploicy> 

<wsp : ExactlyOne> 

<wsp : All> 

<sp : SymmetricBinding> 

<wsp : Ploicy> 

<sp : ProtectionToken> 

<wsp : Ploicy> 

<sp : X509Token> 

</wsp : Ploicy> 

</sp : ProtectionToken> 

<sp: AlgorithmSuite> 

<wsp : Ploicy> 

<sp : Basic256> 

</wsp : Ploicy> 

</sp: AlgorithmSuite> 

<sp : IncludeTimestamp> 

</wsp : policy> 

</sp : SymmetricBinding> 

< sp : SignedElements> 

<sp : XPath>  

/Envelope/Body 

</sp : XPath> 

</sp : SignedElements> 

</wsp : All> 

</wsp : ExactlyOne> 

</wsp : Policy> 

Fig.2. Matching Problem of WS-SP 

The automatic matching algorithm of WS-SP 

specifications checks requester’s policy against provider’s 

policy to ensure their compatibility. Syntactical matching 

RAss1 

RAss2 

PAss1 

PAss2 
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of their policies is quite straightforward, but it lacks 

semantics [17]. It is not able to discover matching when 

each policy uses different vocabularies, even though they 

have the same meaning. It  is necessary to construct a 

formal model that describes conceptual relationships 

between requester and provider policies. Ontology is the 

most commonly used formal, explicit specification of a 

shared conceptualization [18].  

Fig.2 clarifies the matching problem of web service 

security policy. 

WS-SP(A) and WS-SP(B) are two  security policies 

each one has one alternative with two assertions. The 

assertions specified in the provider security policy ;WS-

SP (B); are syntactically different from those specified in 

the requester security policy; WS-SP (A). So, policy 

intersection will adopt a “no match” result for these 

security policies. However, semantic analysis of the above 

provider security policy and requester security policy 

leads to a different matching result. Although RAss2 and 

PAss2 assertions don’t have the same type, they have the 

same meaning of signing the body of the message. The 

other difference between RAss1 and PAss1 assertions is 

that PAss1 includes an extra child element that is “sp:  

IncludeTimestamp” which means a timestamp element 

must be included in the security header of the message. 

From a security viewpoint, this strengthens the integrity of 

the service [19]. So, matching these two assertions must 

lead to a perfect match rather than a no match. 

C.  Policy matching 

WS-Policy  represents requester requirement and a 

provider capability. WS-Policy describes a normal policy 

form that is a disjunction of alternatives  and conjunction 

of all assertions in an alternative. The proper form for 

policy matching is as follows: A policy P is defined as a 

finite set of alternatives {Alt1, Alt2,….,AltN}. It is expressed 

as a disjunction of all its alternatives as following:  

 

1 2 NP  Alt  Alt  .Alt                        (1) 

 

An alternative Alt is identified as a finite set of 

assertions {Ass1, Ass2 … AssN}. It is also can be expressed 

as a conjunction of all its assertions  as following:  

 

1 2^ ^ NAlt Ass Ass Ass                     (2) 

 

The requester web service security policy ReqP is 

defined as a set of alternatives. Each alternative is a set of 

assertions. Requester policy expressed as follows: 

 

1 2 iReqP  Alt  Alt  . Alt                (3) 

 

1 2^ ^i iAlt Ass Ass Ass                (4) 

 

Moreover, the provider web service security policy 

ProvP is defined as a set of alternatives. Each alternative 

is a set of assertions. The Provider policy expressed as 

follows: 

 

1 2 jProvP  Alt  Alt  .Alt               (5) 

 

1 2^ ^j jAlt Ass Ass Ass                 (6) 

 

Matching ReqP and ProvP security policies are reduced 

to finding equivalent alternatives. As expressed in the 

following rule. 

 

(( ) . . Re ( ) . . Pr ) (Re Pr )i i j j i jAlt S T Alt qP and Alt S T Alt ovP and Alt Alt qP ovP        

(7) 

 

Finding equivalent alternatives is identified in the 

following manner. There are two alternatives are 

equivalent: if, for each assertion in both alternatives, there 

exists satisfied assertion. Equivalent alternatives expressed 

in the following rule. 

 

(( ) . . ( ) . . ) ( )i i i j j j i j i jAss S T Ass Alt and Ass S T Ass Alt and Ass Ass Alt Alt        

(8) 

 

From the above rules, an equivalent policy created from 

equivalent alternatives. Also, equivalent alternatives 

created from semantically equivalent assertions. In the 

proposed  policy framework, equivalent assertions 

computed using semantic matching of these assertions. 

D.  Semantic relations of ws-sp 

Semantic relations added to WS-SP ontology are 

defined in details in [20]. These semantic relations are 

prescribed by SWRL [21]. These relations bond the 

requestor SP and the provider SP. These rules define the 

conditions that requester and provider assertions must 

satisfy to create a given semantic relation. These relations 

express the semantic interpretation between requester and 

provider. First, from these semantic relations, we get the 

matching degree between assertions. After having the 

matching level of all assertions, we can get the matching 

level between policies.  

E.  WS-SP Ontology 

The Ontology-based model of WS-SP consists of two 

main parts: an ontological representation of a Security 

Policy (SP) structure and an ontological representation of 

WS-SP assertions. Fig.3 shows the ontological 

representation of an SP structure. To specify SP in a 

normal form, there are three classes created “Security 
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Policy”, “Security Alternative”, and “Security Assertion”.  

Security policy contains one or more alternatives. Security 

alternatives consist of one or more security assertion. 

Therefore, the three previous classes created in that 

particular order. In WS-SP standard, an assertion can have 

an arbitrary number of types: “Security Binding”, 

“Protection Scope”, “Supporting Security Tokens”, 

“Token Referencing And Trust Options”. These classes 

described in details in [20, 22]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. Ontological Representation of SP Structure 

Security assertions classes modeled as ontological 

representation based on the semantic meaning of these 

assertions. “Security Binding”, “Supporting Security 

Tokens”, “Token Referencing And Trust Options”, and 

“Protection Scope” are the security assertions of WS-SP 

ontology and are modeled as subclasses of the “Security 

Assertion” class as shown in Fig.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4. Class assertion types 

The “Security Binding” class specifies the primary  

security mechanism to apply for securing message 

exchanges [23]. “Security Binding” can be either transport 

level, represented by “Transport Binding” class, or 

message level represented by “Message Security Binding” 

class.  Transport binding protocols can be either 

symmetric binding and asymmetric b inding which 

represented by the two subclasses “Symmetric  Binding” 

and “Asymmetric Binding”. “Protection Scope” class used 

to specify message parts encrypted and signed of security 

policy. It has two subclasses “Encryption Scope” and 

“Signature Scope”. “Encryption Scope” class has two 

subclasses “Encrypted Element” and “Encrypted Part”. 

“Signature Scope” class has two subclasses “Signed 

Element” and “Signed Part”. “Supporting Security 

Tokens” class creates security binding elements and 

tokens. It supports tokens specify encryption and signing 

requirements. In other words, it supports security tokens 

required by the “Security Binding” class [24]. It has 

“Binary Security Token” class and “XML Security 

Token” class. 

“Token Referencing And Trust Options” class defines 

various policy assertions related to exchanges between 

requester and provider. It is used for negotiation protocols. 

It has two subclasses “Trust Referencing Options” and 

“Trust Options”.  

 

III.  RELATED WORK 

Several works dealt with adding semantics to WS-SP to 

overcome the deficits of the policy intersection.  M. Ben 

Brahim et al. [25] constructed a simple ontology to 

compare two  security policies and then build an algorithm 

to compare security policies. This algorithm uses a 

semantic reasoner to get the result of the comparison. It 

uses WS-SP for specifying requester requirements and 

provider capabilit ies. It represents security requirements 

and capabilities as OWL ontology and reasoner works on 

top of it. The comparing algorithm is not described in 

detail. 

S. Alhazbi et al. [26] introduced a framework for the 

preference based semantic matching between web services 

security policies. This approach utilizes the alternative 

feature in WS-policy to allow the requester to specify 

multi-optional requirements ranked by preference. 

Ontology used to model the relationships between 

different web service security concepts. The author also 

uses a reasoner to specify the level of matching. The 

matching algorithm uses a matching level and requester 

preference to specify the best option to be mapped with 

provider capabilities. 

M. Ben Brahim et al. [22] presented a semantic 

matching technique to compare two security assertions. 

They proposed a WS-SP based ontology and some 

relations to compare two security assertions. They show 

how to get the matching level of two simple security 

assertions, but it lacks the comparing of all two policies. It 

also lacks processing of complex security policies. 

T-D Cao et al. [20] presented a semantic approach for 

determin ing and matching the security policies . This 

approach transforms WS-SP into the OWL-DL ontology. 

It adds a set of semantic relations that can exist between 

the provider and requestor security concepts. The 

algorithm determines the matching level of the provider 

and requestor security policies . However, it lacks 

processing all probability cases of simple and complex 

security policies. It also lacks processing of complex 

policies. 

The improved matching algorithm depends on [25], 

[22], [20]. It enhances the WS-SP based ontology 

semantic matching algorithm. It improves semantic 

matching simple security policy and complex security 

policy. In addition to considering all cases of a simple 

policy and complex one. 

Security Assertion 

 

Security Binding 

Supporting Security Tokens 

Protection Scope Token Referencing And 

Trust Options 

Security Policy 

Security Alternative 

Security Assertion 

Has Alternative 

Has Assertion 
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IV.  IMPROVED SEMANTIC MATCHING ALGORITHM 

Web service security policy matches the compatibility 

of WS-SP alternatives and assertions. Improved matching 

algorithm used for matching two security policies. The 

matching process checks to what extent requester security 

requirements satisfied by provider capabilities. It first 

checks whether the security policy is a simple policy or a 

complex one. The simple policy is a security policy that 

has only one alternative with any number of assertions. 

The complex policy is a security policy that has more than 

one alternative each alternative has one or more assertions. 

Work [25] has discussed matching security policies . 

After that, they extended their work to discuss matching 

provider and requestor security policies in a simple policy 

case and complex policies cases  [20]. They do not clarify 

how to apply the matching algorithm in complex policies. 

In addition, in contrast, all the standards [10, 17, 27] say 

alternative has more than one assertion.  The authors in 

the [20] apply their matching with considering that a 

policy contains different assertions and an assertion 

contains one or more alternative.  

We categorize WS-SP as a simple policy and a complex 

policy. As stated before, the simple policy is a policy 

which each web service entity has zero or one alternative. 

If requester alternatives and provider alternatives equal 

zero, then a perfect match. If one of requester alternatives 

and provider alternatives equal zero and the other has one 

or more alternative, then no match. If requester 

alternatives and provider alternatives equal one, then 

simple policy matching. If each of provider alternatives or 

requester alternatives has one alternative and the other has 

more than one alternative, then complex policy matching. 

If provider alternatives and requester alternatives have 

more than one alternatives, then complex policy matching. 

Different cases for simple policy matching and complex 

policy matching stated in Table 1. 

Table 1. Simple policy and complex policy different cases 

Requester Provider State  

|RAlt |=1 or |RAlt | > 1 |PAlt | = 0 
(Simple Policy) 

No Match 

|RAlt | = 0 |PAlt | = 0 
(Simple Policy) 
Perfect Match 

|RAlt | = 0 
|PAlt |=1 or 

|PAlt | > 1 

(Simple Policy) 

No Match 

|RAlt | = 1 |PAlt | = 1 Simple Policy 

|RAlt | >1 |PAlt | = 1 Complex Policy 

|RAlt | = 1 |PAlt | > 1 Complex Policy 

|RAlt | > 1 |PAlt | > 1 Complex Policy 

 

Therefore, the Simple matching process conducted in 

only one case “if requester and provider have one 

alternative”. The complex matching process carried out if 

requester and provider have one or more alternatives. 

Previous works on this topic do not consider all different 

cases. The improved algorithm studies all possible cases. 

There are four possible assertion-matching levels for 

requester and prov ider assertions: perfect match , close 

match, possible match and no match. These assertion-  

compareAssertion(ReqAss,ProvAss) 
{ 

If  ( ReqAss “isIdenticalTo” ProvAss )  
     then, perfect match. 
If ( ReqAss “isEquivalentTo” ProvAss )  
     then, perfect match. 

If( ReqAss “isMoreSpecificThan” ProvAss ) 
     then, close match. 
If ( ReqAss “isMoreGeneralThan” ProvAss )  
     then, possible match. 

If ( ReqAss “isLargerThan” ProvAss ) 
      then, possible match. 
If  ( ReqAss “isStrongerThan” ProvAss ) 

     then, possible match. 
If (ReqAss “hasTechDiffWith” ProvAss )  
     then, possible match. 
If  ( ReqAss “isDifferentFrom” ProvAss ) 

     then, no match. 
If  ( ReqAss “isSmallerThan” ProvAss ) 
     then, no match. 
If  ( ReqAss “isWeakerThan” ProvAss ) 

     then, no match. 
} 

Fig.5. compareAssertion () pseudo code 

 

Fig.6. Improved matching security policy algorithm 

matching levels depend on previously described semantic 

relations. Assertion matching levels described in details in 

[25]. CompareAssertion () procedure compares requester 

assertions with provider assertions. It returns perfect 
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match, possible match, close match and no match. The 

pseudo code of compareAssertion () is shown in Fig.5. 

If requester assertion has identical relation or equivalent 

to the relation with provider assertion, then a perfect 

match. If requester assertion has been more specific than 

relation with provider assertion, and then close match. If 

requester assertion has been more general than or is larger 

than or is stronger than or has tech diff with relations with 

provider assertion, then possible match. If requester 

assertion has been different from or is smaller than or is 

weaker than relation with provider assertion, then no 

match. 

The matching process starts with the requirement of a 

Requester, so the requester is defined as the starter of 

matchmaking process [13]. Matching algorithm main ly 

depends on a number of alternatives and number of 

assertions that are the primary components of the security 

policy. To get the final matching level of a simple policy, 

get the final assertion matching level as the lowest degree 

of the match found between requester assertions and 

provider assertions. In complex policy, matchmaker 

matches alternatives of requester security policy with 

provider alternatives. To get the final matching level of 

complex policy, get the final matching level as the highest 

level of the match found between requester and provider 

alternatives. Alternative matchmaker calls assertions 

matchmaker, which is the simple policy case. The 

improved matching security policy algorithm is shown in 

Fig.6. 

Through Fig.6, it first checks the number of requester 

and provider alternatives that are the primary component 

of policy. If requester alternatives “RAlt” or provider 

alternatives “PAlt” less than or equal to “one” then simple 

policy else complex policy. Through a simple policy, it 

creates all pairs of requester and provider assertions. Then, 

get the matching level of all pairs and finally get the 

matching level with the lowest value of matching. It gets 

the matching level of each pair by calling 

“compareAssertions” pseudo code.  

With the complex policy, the algorithm first creates all 

pairs of the requester and provider alternatives. Second, it 

gets the matching level of all alternatives. and finally, it 

combines all matching level of all pairs and gets the final 

matching level of two policies by finding the highest 

matched alternatives.  During complex policy matching 

process, the algorithm calls simple policy matching. The 

complexity of policy is analyzed by comparing the 

elements in Requester Policy P1 with a number of 

alternatives X1, the number of Requester assertions X2 

and Provider Policy P2 with a number of alternatives Y1, 

the number of Provider assertions Y2. 

Table 2 defines a complexity for the improved 

matching algorithm compared to [25] and [20]. 

Table 2. Complexity of improved matching algorithm 

Requester Provider Work [25] Work [20] 
Improved matching 

algorithm 
|RAlt |=1 or 

|RAlt | > 1 
|PAlt | = 0   0 

|RAlt | = 0 |PAlt | = 0   0 

|RAlt | = 0 
|PAlt |=1 or 

|PAlt | > 1 
  0 

|RAlt | = 1 |PAlt | = 1 O(X2.Y2) O(X2.Y2) O(X2.Y2) 

|RAlt | >1 |PAlt | = 1  
 
 

O(X1.X2.Y2) 

|RAlt | = 1 |PAlt | > 1   O(Y1.X2.Y2) 

|RAlt | > 1 |PAlt | > 1   O(X1.Y1.X2.Y2) 

 

Complexity for a simple policy of the improved 

matching is the same as the time in [20, 25] , which take 

into account only the number of assertions of requester 

and provider. The complexity of complex policy is 

defined in the improved matching algorithm only. Note 

that the gray cells represent the simple and complex 

policies that are not considered in [20, 25]. 

 

V.  GENERALIZATION OF IMPROVED MATCHING 

ALGORITHM 

The improved semantic matching of WS-SP matches 

requester security policy with provider security policy. It 

only matches one requester with one provider and returns 

perfect match, possible match, close match and no match. 

Through the web service selection phase, Requester 

selects the best-matched provider. Therefore, a requester 

matches a number of providers. 

As a generalization of matching WS-SP, the requester 

matches with N number of providers to get the most 

suitable provider. After processing of the generalized 

matching algorithm, the requester chooses the best-

matched provider of the N numbers. 

Table 3. Complexity analysis of a generalized matching 

Requester Provider Improved matching algorithm 

|RAlt |=1 or 
|RAlt | > 1 

|PAlt | = 0 0 

|RAlt | = 0 |PAlt | = 0 0 

|RAlt | = 0 
|PAlt |=1 or 
|PAlt | > 1 

0 

|RAlt | = 1 |PAlt | = 1 N*O(X2.Y2) 

|RAlt | >1 |PAlt | = 1 N*O(X1.X2.Y2) 

|RAlt | = 1 |PAlt | > 1 N*O(Y1.X2.Y2) 

|RAlt | > 1 |PAlt | > 1 N*O(X1.Y1.X2.Y2) 

 

Table 3 defines the complexity of the generalized  

matching between one requester and N number of 
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providers. For the increased time, a parallel technique 

used to decrease the processing time for the generalized 

matching WS-SP algorithm. Processing of matching the 

requester with each provider executed separately.  

 

VI.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, an improved web service security policy-

matching algorithm is introduced with considering all 

cases of simple security policy and complex security 

policy. In this paper, we considered the complex policy 

cases of WS-SP matching. In addition, we state all cases 

of simple and complex policies. In simple policy, we state 

all instances of simple policy. Furthermore, the improved 

algorithm addressed the complex policy with all different 

situations. A generalized matching of WS-SP is conducted 

to get the best-matched provider from the different set of 

providers.  

As a future work, we aim to extend the improved 

algorithm to match requester security requirements with 

different provider security policies and get the best-

matched provider. Also, we target to add a negotiation 

technique so that interaction between web service provider 

and the consumer can take place. 
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